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The influence of variation in track level and support system
stiffness over longer lengths of track for track performance
and vehicle track interaction
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ABSTRACT
Differential settlement anddevelopmentof trackgeometry irregular-
ity drives the need for maintenance of ballasted railway tracks. Pre-
dicting this requires an understanding of how train loading and the
resulting stresses vary and are distributed along the track and how
the track responds. Irregularities, from differences in the unloaded
level and deflection under load (from variation in stiffness and load)
influence the wheel-rail contact force along the track. The stiffness
will also influence the distribution of stress into the ground. To
investigate variation in the (unloaded) track level and support sys-
tem stiffness along a railway, stiffness, track deflection and sleeper
level surveys were carried out along a 200m length of track. Mea-
surements were taken at every sleeper using total station for track
level and accelerometers to calculate deflection, together with a
frequency-based analysis for the track support system stiffness. A
simple 2Dvehicle track interactionmodelwasused to study the influ-
ence of the unloaded sleeper level, the variation in track stiffness
and any identified voiding for the performance of the track. Here,
the unloaded level was more significant for the loaded level and the
wheel / rail contact forces than the variation in track stiffness, which
was most importance for the deflections under load.
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Introduction

An ambition of the rail industry in the UK and elsewhere is to use ever-advancing moni-
toring and modelling techniques to manage the performance of railway track and inform
maintenance planning as part of a strategy to improve reliability, increase capacity, reduce
delays, enhance safety and drive down costs [1]. This might include forecasting attributes
of the physical behaviour of the track, such as track deflection and changes in track level
through differential settlement as functions of train loading, along an entire route to bet-
ter understand maintenance needs. For such an approach to be effective, it is necessary to
understand which aspects of the physical properties of railway track are significant, and
should be measured, for simulating relevant aspects of behaviour in a computationally
efficient way.
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Significant deviations or high variability in the loaded track level will necessitate main-
tenance [2]. To understand and predict the development of differential settlement, it is
necessary to understand how train loads and resulting stresses are distributed into the
trackbed and subgrade and how they vary along a track length. These will be influenced
by variations in both track stiffness and unloaded track geometry (level), which are likely
to change over the life of a track owing to the development of differential settlement and
maintenance.

The track geometry is known to control the vehicle / track interaction forces [3,4]. Vehi-
cle / track interaction modelling can be used to understand the role of the track level
and the track support stiffness. Multi-body simulation is routinely carried out using soft-
ware such as Vampire [5], NUCARS [6] and VI-Rail [7]. These programmes simulate
the dynamic response of a vehicle to measured loaded track geometry (which implicitly
includes the effect of any variation in track support stiffness), but generally assume a uni-
form track support stiffness or possibly rigid track in a simplified model [8]. These types
of model can calculate wheel / rail contact forces but do not attempt to replicate the full
behaviour of the track; for this purpose, the finite elementmethod, with its ability tomodel
more comprehensively the vehicle and track together, is generally used [9–17]. Finite ele-
ment analysis enables variations in track stiffness and rail irregularities to be modelled but
is far more computationally intensive, so is not routinely implemented for long lengths
of track.

Track stiffness is known to be an important parameter influencing the performance of
railway track [18,19]. Support conditions have been shown to vary from sleeper to sleeper
[20–24] and over longer lengths of track [25,26]. Changes in support stiffness will affect
vehicle / track interaction and track deflection [27–29] and are often associatedwith deteri-
oration and increasedmaintenance need [30–32]. This is because a differential stiffness will
cause an uneven track level under load, influence how the stresses induced by train loading
are distributed beneath the track [33–35], and govern how much energy is dissipated into
the track [36].

The objective of this research was to assess the significance of real variations in track
support system stiffness, unloaded track level (geometry) and non-linearity due to void-
ing on the modelled behaviour of a long length of track, through simulations using data
obtained from large scale trackside measurements. Few if any previous studies have sepa-
rated the roles of the track level and the support conditions over long lengths of track in
simulations using input parameters based on real data of both. This study seeks to iden-
tify which parameters are important for reproducing realistic vehicle and track behaviour
and interactions between the two, while challenging the assumptions made to obtain those
parameters, with a view to forecasting performance over long lengths of track – possibly
using simpler models.

Background

To investigate the influence of variation in track level and track stiffness over an extended
length of track, measurements of track level, track stiffness and track deflection were
required. In this study, the track support system stiffness is quantified by the track sup-
port system modulus k, defined as the support force q per unit length of rail, per unit
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displacement w:

k = q
w

(1)

The track support system modulus is a global measure of the support seen at the rail.
For analytical convenience, it is often assumed to be constant – at least to a first order
approximation – but in reality will vary along the track. The track support system modu-
lus combines the effects of all the resilient elements below the rail (rail pads, ballast, sub
ballast, the foundation and possibly under sleeper or pads and mats).

Linesidemeasurement techniques can be used to investigate track performance bymon-
itoring the trackbed or sleeper deflections and determining track stiffness. A variety of
technologies could be used for this, including high speed video recording of track-mounted
targets for digital image correlation, deflectometers anchored at depth, position sensitive
devices, lasers and inertial sensors such as geophones or accelerometers [20–24,37]. Track
stiffness can be obtained from these types of measurements based on the load-deflection
behaviour of the track [38–41], or by analysing the spectrum of low frequency vibrations
without the need to know the load [42,43]. Absolute sleeper levels can be measured from
the side of the track by conventional surveying.

Most lineside monitoring techniques produce discrete measurements and normally
require one sensor per measurement point for each measurand. The cost of equipment
and potential volume of data have tended to limit the extent of previous deployments to a
few sleepers (tens of metres), so most studies have tended to focus on a specific feature e.g.
a transition [22,23,44–46] or poor ground conditions [20,41]. Lower cost transducers and
data acquisition systems, e.g. MEMS sensors and microprocessors, mean that larger scale
deployments are increasingly possible.

Track level and stiffness variation have recently been investigated using rolling mea-
surements [47]. Although rolling measurements might be necessary for a route level study,
the research reported in this paper used established, high-surety lineside monitoring and
surveying techniques to measure the level, dynamic deflection and stiffness of the track
to guarantee a spatial resolution at the sleeper spacing level and the clear decoupling of
unloaded track levels from deflections under load. The measurements were then used
to parameterise and assess simulations from a 2D dynamic finite element vehicle track
interaction model.

Methods

Site description

The site studied covered a ∼200m length (about 350 sleepers) of track on a ballasted
high-speed railway. It was selected as representative of normal, straight, high speed plain
line track. The infrastructure manager advised that the first 200 sleepers at the site have
historically needed more maintenance than the remainder. The track comprised CEN 60
E1 rails on railpads, supported by twin block sleepers at 0.6m spacing. The railpads were
found to have a static stiffness of 84MN/m in laboratory tests The track has a uniform
downward gradient of 1.4% in the usual direction of travel. Most of the site is in a shallow
cutting. Pre-construction boreholes showed a thin layer of clayey sand overlying dense
sand [48]. It is likely that the trackbed was built onto the dense sand. The site was regularly
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trafficked by three types of train: the Class 395 Javelin, the Class 373 Eurostar and the Class
374 Velaro. The survey and the lineside instrumentation were focused on one running rail,
at the edge (cess side) of the track.

Survey

The sleeper level survey was carried out using a Trimble S9 self-levelling, automatic-
tracking total station and active prism (Figure 1). The prism was placed in line with the
manufacturer’s markings on a sleeper, and the total station was used to track and record
the co-ordinates and height of the prism as it was moved sequentially from sleeper to
sleeper along the track. The total station had an angular accuracy of 0.5′′, and was the
best commercially available at the time.

Deflection and stiffness survey

The deflection and stiffness survey was carried out using Gulf Coast Data Concepts
X16 micro-electro-mechanical-systems (MEMS) accelerometers. These are stand-alone
devices, each containing an ADXL 345 digital MEMS accelerometer, a microcontroller
programmed as a data acquisition unit, a real time clock, a memory card and a battery.
They were validated using a procedure similar to that described in [49]. About 80 of these
devices were placed on successive sleeper ends, primarily on the outside of the track, and
were moved along the site during consecutive night-time possessions. This was done in
two batches of 200 sleepers, with an overlap of 50 sleeper ends, approximately 3 months
apart. Results were combined to give a dataset for a 200m section of track Figure 2.

The devices were programmed to record continuously at 400Hz. After deployment, the
devices were recovered and the data downloaded. An acceleration threshold was used to
identify passing trains and the data were sorted by train type. The sampled accelerations

Figure 1. Total station and active prism.
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Figure 2. Stand-alone MEMS accelerometer used for deflection and stiffness survey deployed on a
sleeper end.

were filtered and integrated twice to obtain displacements, using 4th order high- and low-
pass Butterworth filters with cut on and cut off frequencies of 2 and 40Hz respectively [37].
This covers the frequency range of interest for the major trackbed motions at the site [43].
Example sleeper deflection data and the corresponding frequency spectrum from the site
studied are shown in Figure 3.

To facilitate comparison of performance at multiple locations, a statistical process was
used to characterise the range of downward sleeper deflections for each train passage. This
uses the cumulative distribution function for track deflection to identify the at-rest posi-
tion and downward movement [50]. The track support system modulus was obtained by
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Figure 3. Example deflection data obtained from a MEMS accelerometer at the study site.
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analysing the Fourier spectrum for sleeper acceleration, as outlined below for analysing the
measured and simulated sleeper vibrations.

Equation 1 is a general definition of the track support systemmodulus, which in reality
must be expected to vary along the track. Practically, it is challenging to take all the mea-
surements needed to evaluate this variation; hence for analytical convenience, it is often
assumed to take a constant, representative value. A common simplemodel for track deflec-
tion is a continuous beam on an elastic foundation, which for uniform support conditions
has a closed form solution. The governing equation in this case is [40,51]:

EI
d4w(x)
dx4

+ kw(x) = P(x) (2)

where (in addition to the terms already defined) EI is the bending stiffness of the rail, x is
the distance along the rail and P is a function representing the loading on the track. The
closed form solution can be used as a basis for interpretation of measured or simulated low
frequency track vibration in the time or frequency domain [e.g. 39,43].

Track vibration spectra for trains that comprise multiple near identical vehicles, e.g. the
Javelin in Figure 3(b), contain peaks at integer multiples of the vehicle passing frequency
(i.e. the train speed divided by the primary vehicle length), although certain peaks are sup-
pressed. The frequency and magnitude of these dominant spectral peaks can be shown to
depend primarily on the train geometry and the track stiffness [42,43,52,53]. The ratio of
the magnitudes of two of these peaks can be related to the track support system modu-
lus, without needing to know the load. Certain pairs of peaks are preferable for reasons
including the train geometry and transducer noise [43].

Using the Fourier transform, W, of the closed form solution of the quasi-static form of
Equation 2 assuming uniform support, it can be shown [42] that the expected magnitude
ratio for two peaks at multiples of the vehicle passing frequency is given by:

W(af1)
W(bf1)

= Lv4k + 16EIb4π4

Lv4k + 16EIa4π4

∑N
n=1 e

− i2πaxn
Lv

∑N
n=1 e

− i2πbxn
Lv

(3)

where a and b are integer multiples of the vehicle passing frequency f1, Lv is the length of
the primary vehicle, and xn is the distance between the first and nth wheel of the train. This
ratio is independent of the load.

The relationship between the support system modulus and the magnitude ratio of
selected displacement peaks for the trains passing the site is shown in Figure 4. The cor-
responding curves for velocity or acceleration data can be found by multiplying (once or
twice, respectively) by the ratio of the frequencies chosen. The ratio of the 3rd and 7th mul-
tiples of the vehicle passing frequency was used for the Javelin and the Velaro, and the ratio
of the 2nd and 6th multiples for the Eurostar.

Equation 2, which was used for interpreting the measurements, is a simplification for
real track. It is based on quasi-static loading, and linear and uniform track support con-
ditions. This means that non-uniformity, non-linearity or inertial effects may affect the
results of this analysis, possibly in a non-systematic way. Nonetheless, the model does cap-
ture the fundamental behaviour of the track and provides a simple and effective method
for obtaining a measure of the track support system stiffness without knowing the load.
The method facilitates efficient analysis of the large volumes of vibration data needed
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Figure 4. Relationship between the ratio of magnitudes of pairs of dominant train load frequencies for
different trains used to obtain the track support systemmodulus in this study.

to understand the variation over a long length of track. Assuming uniform support to
evaluate a point measurement is still likely to give a good estimate as long as the local
variation in support system modulus is not excessive. (Where the variation is high, it
is generally as result of a hanging sleeper and as such is usually obvious). Analysing
the results of simulations with realistic track conditions enables evaluation of the tech-
nique in a controlled way; the assumptions made for interpreting the measurements are
tested here.

Simulation

Simulations were carried out using a two-dimensional dynamic finite element vehicle track
interaction model programmed in matlab and solved in the time domain. The model is
similar to others described and validated in the literature [9,11,54–57]. The track model
comprised a single rail made up of Timoshenko beam elements, supported by rail pads
represented by springs and dampers, on sleepers represented by discrete masses. (This
discretised model is more complex than Equation 2. and a simpler model, without a
foundation layer, would probably have been sufficient for this study). Each sleeper was
connected through a spring and a damper to a ballast mass. Each ballast mass was con-
nected longitudinally to the adjacent ballast masses and supported vertically by springs
and dampers onto a foundation. The vehicle was modelled as masses representing the car
body, bogie and wheels, linked by the primary and secondary suspension systems. Vehicle
/ track interaction was simulated using a linear contact spring. An irregular track profile
may be introduced between the wheel and the rail, but the model does not include any
short wavelength (<20mm) roughness Figure 5.

Voids were modelled using bi-linear springs to represent possible non-linear behaviour
arising from a gap between the sleeper and the ballast [58,59]. These springs had negligible
stiffness (5 kN/m) relative to the train loads when unseated; once the sleeper deflection
exceeded a specified gap the sleeper was considered to have seated on the ballast and the
stiffness was increased. This idealised behaviour is illustrated in Figure 6.

The simulations presented in the following section were parameterised using combina-
tions of constant and measured vertical sleeper positions and support system moduli, and
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Figure 5. Illustration of track and vehicle model.

Figure 6. Bi-linear behaviour used to simulate voiding, after [58,59].

compared with the observed track deflections. The ballast springs were tuned so that the
system stiffness matched the measurements. The masses, damping parameters and stiff-
nesses of the foundation and longitudinal connection were kept constant based on values
obtained from the literature [54,60,61], except for the rail pad whose stiffness was deter-
mined from static laboratory testing. The foundation and the longitudinal connections
were very stiff. The track parameters used are summarised in Table 1. 800 sleepers were
included in the model. The central 350 were parameterised using the measured data; the
225 sleepers on each side of this zone were set level with a uniform support modulus of
30MN/m2, to allow the train to run evenly into and out of the zone of interest.
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Table 1. Track parameters.

Component Parameter Value

Rail Mass per lengthMr 60 kg/m
Bending Stiffness EI 6.4× 106 Nm2

Shear Coefficient κ 0.34
Rail Pad Stiffness, Kr 84× 106 N/m

Damping, Cr 35× 103 Ns/m
Sleeper mass Mass,Ms 180 kg
Ballast Mass,Mb 700 kg

Stiffness, Kb Tuned, otherwise
50× 106 N/m

Damping, Cb 90× 103 Ns/m
Longitudinal Connection Stiffness, Kh 7.84× 108 N/m

Damping, Ch 80× 103 Ns/m
Foundation Stiffness, Kf 7 68× 108 N/m

Damping, Cf 65× 103 Ns/m

The measurements gave an indication of the track support system modulus k, sampled
every sleeper. The support system moduli k were converted into an equivalent discrete
spring stiffness K per sleeper end at the rail by integrating over the sleeper spacing (0.6m).
Each ballast spring stiffness was then determined by assuming that the springs repre-
senting the rail pad (known), ballast (unknown) and foundation (assumed) act in series
(equation 4).

1
K

= 1
Kr

+ 1
Kb

+ 1
Kf

(4)

For this, the longitudinal connection was neglected. In principle, this connection would
have a stiffening effect on the foundation. However, as the foundation is the stiffest part of
the system, the effect of the longitudinal connection on the calculated stiffness of a vertical
ballast spring would be small.

Tuning the ballast springs allows the track behaviour to be simulated at system level. No
attempt was made to simulate reality by assigning different stiffnesses to different layers
within the subgrade, for which a far more invasive and detailed site investigation would be
required.

The simulations were based on a six-vehicle train with the suspension characteristics
and car body, bogie and wheel masses of the Class 395 Javelin [62], for which about half

Table 2. Vehicle parameters.

Component Parameter Value

Vehicle Geometry Vehicle length 20.0m
Bogie spacing 14.2m
Axle spacing 2.6m

Vehicle body Mass,Mv 35600 kg
Moment of Inertia, Iv 1.07× 106 kg.m2

Secondary Suspension Stiffness, Ks 0.605× 106 N/m
Damping, Cs 26× 103 Ns/m

Bogie Mass,Mb 2190 kg
Moment of Inertia, Ib 1460 kg.m2

Primary Suspension Stiffness, Kp 3.15× 106 N/m
Damping, Cp 26× 103 Ns/m

Wheel Mass,Mw 765 kg
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of the measurements were made. The vehicle parameters used are given in Table 2. As the
model was two-dimensional and represented only one rail, the values shown in Table 1 for
the vehicle body and bogie were halved for use in the simulations.

Results and Discussion

Measurements

Figures 7 and 8 show the results from the deflection and stiffness survey along approx-
imately 200m (350 sleepers) of track. Figure 7 shows the typical downward deflections
(with downward taken as positive) measured at each sleeper for the three train types oper-
ating on the line studied. Figure 8 shows the results for the track support system modulus
determined for each location for the three train types. These data represent the aver-
age characteristic deflection and track support system modulus for about 20 Javelins, 10
Eurostars and 10 Velaros at each sleeper.

Figures 7 and 8 show that the downward deflection and support system modulus
vary along the track. In Figure 7 there are many areas where the deflections are consis-
tently small (the typical performance of the track), but in other areas there are localised
increases in deflection possibly results from low support stiffness or voiding. Figure 8
shows the variation in support system modulus along the track. Sections with lower
stiffness tend to correspond to those exhibiting increased deflections. Together, these
results show that the load-deflection behaviour of the track observed depended on the
vehicle type.
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Figure 7. Average measured sleeper downward deflections obtained from sleeper vibration measure-
ments along 200m of track for (a) Javelin, (b) Eurostar and (c) Valero train types.
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Figure 8. Average measured support system modulus obtained from sleeper vibration measurements
along 200m of track for (a) Javelin, (b) Eurostar and (c) Valero train types.

The data shown in Figure 8 are system values seen at the rail, and include the effect
of the railpads. For the railpads present, the data shown indicate a trackbed stiffness of
70–90MN/m per sleeper end, which is consistent with the sub 1mm sleeper movements
measured and would be considered to represent well supported track [63–66].

Figure 9. Histograms of (a.) sleeper deflection and (b) support systemmodulus for the Javelin data from
Figure 7 and Figure 8.
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Figure 9 shows histograms for sleeper deflection and support system modulus for the
Javelin data from Figures 7 and 8. These data are positive valued and positive skewed, with
the deflection data being more skewed than the stiffness data.

Values of mean, median, mode and standard deviation for the data in Figures 7 and 8
are shown in Table 3 for the three train types. The median or modal averages give better
insight into the normal baseline performance of the trackbed, as the mean may be skewed
by the larger deflections.

The patterns of variation in the deflections shown in Figure 7 are similar along the track
for all three train types (the correlation coefficient between train types was more than
75% for all combinations). The amplitudes for the Eurostar and Velaro tend to be larger
than those for the Javelin. This is expected as the Eurostar and the Velaro are heavier and
faster than the Javelin. However, there are local differences between the shapes of the traces,
particularly at sleepers with large deflections, e.g. around sleepers 15, 45–55, 85–100 and
175-185. These sleepers are likely to be poorly supported and possibly voided, leading to
more complex vehicle track interaction and possibly non-linear sleeper support.

Figure 8 shows that the support system modulus varies along the track. The results dif-
fer for the three train types. Generally, the largest differences occur close to sleepers where
large deflections were recorded and the support system modulus changes most abruptly:
i.e. at the locations where the analysis, which assumes that any variation in support stiff-
ness between nearby sleepers is small, is least likely to be reliable. Table 3 shows that the
averages for the faster Eurostar (∼23MN/m2) and Velaro (∼24MN/m2) are less than for
the Javelin (∼27MN/m2). This could be a consequence of analysing the results using a
static model; the same effect is shown later, in the simulations.

The moduli at each sleeper were often different for each train type, leading to disagree-
ment between results. This discrepancy may be reduced by considering data over multiple
sleepers. Figure 10(a) shows the support system modulus data from Figure 8 analysed by
wavelength. The spectra for the three trains are closest for wavelengths between 4 and 40m.
Figure 10(b) shows the spatial data band-pass filtered (using a 4th order Butterworth fil-
ter) for those wavelengths, with the data averaged about the mean modulus for each train.
There are still differences from train to train, but lengths of track over which the modulus
is high, low or more constant do coincide.

The site had a gradient of 1.4% in the direction of travel; this was removed from the data
to give the relative sleeper levels, which are shown for both loaded and unloaded states in
Figure 11. The loaded levels were obtained by subtracting the measured dynamic sleeper
deflections to the measured sleeper level. The differences between the relative unloaded
and loaded sleeper levels are small; only locations where deflections are large, possibly due
to voiding, show significant differences between the two datasets.

Table 3. Summary statistics for sleeper defelctions and support systemmodulus.

Deflection (mm) Modulus (MN/m2)

Javelin Eurostar Velaro Javelin Eurostar Velaro

Mean 0.84 1.04 1.25 27.1 23.1 24.1
Median 0.66 0.85 1.07 27.4 22.9 23.9
Mode 0.6 0.8 0.8 27 23 24
Standard deviation 0.56 0.71 0.69 10.4 9.1 7.5
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Figure 10. (a) Track support system modulus spectrum by wavelength, (b) Track support system mod-
ulus from Figure 8, band bass filtered between 4 and 40m.
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Simulations

All of the simulations were carried out in the time domain with a train model representa-
tive of a Class 395 Javelin. Three initial simulations (Table 4) investigated the role of track
level and stiffness heterogeneity by accounting for (i) the irregularity of the rail, based on
the unloaded sleeper levels, (ii) the variability in the track support system modulus and
(iii) both of these. Where the track model was parameterised from measurements, the
results for the Javelin were used. A fourth simulation (Table 4) was carried out to inves-
tigate the effect of possible gaps between certain sleepers and the ballast, inferred from the
measurement data.

All simulations were carried out for a train speed of 60m/s, the same as the Javelins at
the measurement location. Simulations were run both with and without the 1.4% gradient,
which made no difference to the results.

The initial, deformed rail geometry was determined by solving a static version of the
numerical track model, in which the vertical sleeper positions were prescribed as sleeper
displacements from the idealised zero level in response to a compatible set of forces acting
at each sleeper. The resulting deflected shape of the rail along its whole length, (i.e. not only
at the sleeper locations) was extracted and used for the simulations 1, 3, and 4.

The gaps in Simulation 4 were introduced in areas where Simulation 3 underpredicted
the measured deflection by more than 0.5mm. The gaps were sized in 0.5mm increments
according to difference between the measured and simulated results for the individ-
ual sleeper. The unseated stiffness of the ballast spring was taken as 5 kN/m, as already
described. The seated stiffnesses were between 2 and 70MN/m, based on themeasurement
for the individual sleeper. The locations and sizes of the gaps are given Table 5.

Downward sleeper deflections obtained from the simulations were analysed using the
same frequency domain technique as used to obtain the track modulus from the original
measurements. This was to test whether the input modulus values were returned, hence
assess the reliability of themethod of determining the support systemmodulus using larger
datasets, with realistic variation, than previously [42,43].

Simulation 1 was designed to represent a conventional vehicle / track interaction analy-
sis using the measured track geometry with uniform support stiffness. Figure 12(a) shows

Table 4. Summary of initial simulations.

Simulation Level Track Modulus Voiding

1 Measured* Uniform: 30 M/m2 None
2 Smooth Measured† None
3 Measured* Measured† None
4 Measured* Measured† Included

*from total-station survey data.
†estimated from accelerometer measurements.

Table 5. Gap sizes for Simulation 4.

Sleeper No. 14 15 46 47 48 49 52 53 88 89 97
Void gap (mm) 1 1 1.5 2.5 2.5 1 2 2 1 1 1
Sleeper No. 98 119 130 175 183 184 185 249 278 312 336
Void gap (mm) 1 1 1 0.5 1 1.5 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 1
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Figure 12. (a) Simulated downward sleeper deflections, (b) re-analysed support systemmodulus using
measured sleeper heights on a track with a uniform support systemmodulus of 30 MN/m2.

the maximum downward simulated sleeper deflections and (b) the support system mod-
uli obtained by analysing the spectrum for the simulated sleeper displacement along the
track. The simulation does not replicate the observed sleeper deflections, which remain
fairly uniform at around 0.6mm. The support systemmodulus returned varied around the
input value of 30MN/m2.

Figure 13 shows the downward sleeper deflections (positively signed) and Figure 14 the
inferred support system moduli returned for Simulations 2, 3 and 4.

Table 6 compares summary statistics for the simulationswith themeasurements in Table
3, and provides the correlation and rootmean square error between themeasurements and
the simulations.

Simulation 2 used a level track and themeasured track support system stiffnesses. Figure
13 suggests that specifying the ballast springs to match the measured support systemmod-
ulus resulted in a simulation that replicated themajority of measured sleeper deflections in
a way that was correlated with the measurements. Including the correct relative unloaded
sleeper levels did not significantly affect the calculated sleeper deflections. Introducing gaps
between the sleepers and the ballast in locations where Simulation 3 underpredicted the
sleeper deflections (whose locations and magnitudes were given in Table 5) improved the
correlation and reduced the root mean square error between the simulated and measured
deflections.

In all cases the simulated deflections were minimally larger than the measurements; in
Figure 13, the simulations never reach the deflection floor of the measurements and they
were less variable than themeasurements. These differencesmay be due out of plane effects
such as differences in cross-level and / or support stiffness at each end of a sleeper. This was
not studied, nor can it be simulated in a two-dimensionalmodel. Alternatively, it is possible
that the static stiffnesses specified were too low, owing to train speed effects influencing the
measurement.
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Figure 13. Measured and Simulated downward sleeper deflections for 350 sleepers, including progres-
sively (a) variable support conditions, (b) sleeper heights and (c) voiding.

Figure 14 shows the support system moduli returned from the simulation using the
same frequency-based analysis as for the lineside measurements. The average stiffness
was around 24–25MN/m2, minimally less than the measured results. For smooth track
(Simulation 1), the results were correlated with the measurements but were less variable
(lower standard deviation), with better correlation from sleeper to sleeper than in themea-
surements. The track system appears to smooth out the heterogeneity in support stiffness
specified on the basis of themeasurements. Including the unloaded sleeper levels and voids
in the simulation led to a reduced correlation with the measured modulus and increased
the root mean square error, owing to an increase in the general level of disagreement over-
all. However, the central values for modulus were unchanged, and the standard deviation
increased such that the variability of the irregular and voided simulation was closest to that
of the measurements.

Contact forces andwheel position
The results of the simulations may also be used to investigate vehicle behaviour. Figure 15
shows the calculated wheel-rail contact forces and Figure 16 the calculated wheel position
for the leading wheel of the train.

Figure 15 shows that the results for the simulations starting from themeasured unloaded
sleeper levels were all similar, regardless of the support conditions, and were different from
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Figure 14. Measured and Simulated inferred support sleeper moduli for 350 sleepers, including pro-
gressively (a) variable support conditions, (b) sleeper heights and (c) voiding.

Table 6. Summary statistics for the simulations with Javelin train using measured support stiffnesses.

Downward deflection (mm) Modulus (MN/m2)

Measured Simulation 2 Simulation 3 Simulation 4 Measured Simulation 2 Simulation 3 Simulation 4

Mean 0.84 0.88 0.89 0.99 27.1 24.5 25.2 24.3
Median 0.66 0.84 0.86 0.87 27.3 24.3 25.0 24.5
Mode 0.6 0.7 0.9 0.7 27 24 25 24
Standard deviation 0.56 0.28 0.29 0.50 10.3 5.2 7.5 8.2
Correlation with

measurement (%)
– 68 66 85 – 70 55 46

Root mean square error – 0.42 0.44 0.33 – 2.5 2.9 3.2

and more variable than the result for a smooth rail with variable support conditions. The
mean contact force was 55.4 kN (the static wheel load) in all simulations. However, the
standard deviation was about 5 kN (9%) for all of the irregular rail level cases (Simulations
1, 3 and 4), but only about 1.1 kN (2%) for the smooth track with variable support (Sim-
ulation 2). The root mean squares of the differences between the results with an irregular
level were all less than 3.5 kN (6%). In these simulations, variations in the unloaded track
level caused more significant differences in wheel / rail contact forces than variations in
support stiffness.

The support system moduli found from the simulations (Figure 14) showed that it was
necessary to include the irregular unloaded track level and under-sleeper voiding to repro-
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Figure 15. Simulated wheel / rail contact force.
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Figure 16. Simulated wheel displacement for different track conditions.
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duce the measured variability. Figure 15 shows that the unloaded track level is important
for the variation in wheel / rail contact force, which may at least partly explain why repro-
ducing the variability seen in the measured support system modulus data required the
input of accurate unloaded rail level data.

Figure 16 shows that simulating themeasured variation in support system stiffness does
not lead to as significant a difference in the wheel position as variations in the unloaded
sleeper levels and any under-sleeper gaps.

Together, these measurements and simulations suggest that for the ranges typified by
this section of track the unloaded level of the track is more significant for the prediction
of wheel / rail contact forces than the differential deflection arising from variable support
conditions. Conversely, the variations in the track support system stiffness are important
for calculating realistic track deflections and, by implication (but not studied here), the
trackbed forces and stresses in the ground that are likely to be relevant for the prediction
of permanent settlement. The inertia of the track may also play a role. These findings are
consistent with recent work by [47] using rolling stiffness and geometry measurements
over a long length of track.

The findings have implications formonitoring and simulation to inform long termman-
agement of track performance, particularly over extended lengths of track. Simulation of
vehicle track interaction could be de-coupled frommodelling of the track when calculating
the contact forces, which could then be input into a track model whose response could be
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Figure 17. (a) Simulated downward sleeper deflections and (b) re-analysed support system modulus
for different train speeds and increased carbody mass; irregular and voided track with variable support
stiffness.
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used to forecast changes in track level using a more realistic model for subgrade / trackbed
deterioration; i.e. separate and possibly simpler models could be used.

Speed and load
Figures 7 and 8 indicated differences between the behaviour of the track under a Javelin
train and that under a Eurostar or a Velaro, both of which operate at a higher speed and are
heavier than the Javelin. To investigate the influence of speed and load, further simulations
were carried out using the irregular and voided track with variable sleeper support, and the
Javelin type vehicle. Train speeds of 40, 60 and 80m/s were simulated and the 60m/s simu-
lation was repeated with a 25% increase in car body mass. The results of these simulations
are shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17(a) shows that the train speed did not have any significant effect on the cal-
culated sleeper deflections, whereas increasing the car body mass (and thereby the wheel
load) resulted in an increase in sleeper deflections. In these simulations, speed would only
be expected to cause an increase in deflection if the track were sufficiently irregular to cre-
ate large impact loads, or if the train speed were to approach the critical velocity of the
track / support system [60]. The speed does increase the peak wheel-rail contact forces,
Figure 17(b). In Figure 17(c) increasing the speed reduced the mean values of track system
support stiffness returned from 26.1MN/m2 to 24.3MN/m2 to 23.3MN/m2 for 40, 60 and
80m/s respectively. As with the apparent softening seen in Figure 8 for the faster trains,
this reduction may be due to analysing a dynamic simulation using a static definition of
track system support modulus.

Conclusions

Track support systemmoduli, unloaded track geometry and sleeper deflections under load
have been measured during the passage of ∼40 trains, at successive sleepers over a 200m
length of track. The measurements showed a degree of variation from sleeper to sleeper,
and were used to parameterise simulations carried out using a vehicle track interaction
model, with varying degrees of sophistication in terms of modelling the real variations in
unloaded track level, track support system modulus from sleeper to sleeper, and the pres-
ence of voids below individual sleepers. On the basis of themeasurements and simulations,
for the ranges of stiffness and initial level variation and voiding measured:

• Differences in unloaded sleeper levels had more of an influence on the loaded level of
the track than variations between individual sleeper deflections under load.

• The unloaded track level had more of an influence on calculated wheel / rail contact
forces than varying the sleeper support stiffness.

• The measured sleeper deflections were reproduced more closely in simulations in
which the measured variation in support system modulus from sleeper to sleeper was
taken into account. To reproduce the larger deflections measured, it was necessary to
introduce non-linearity to represent voids below the affected sleepers.

• Analysing the simulated sleeper displacements in the same way as was used to find the
track support system modulus from the measurements returned results that were sim-
ilar to the input measurements. Suggesting the assumptions made for this analysis are
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reasonable and practical. To reproduce realistic variability it was also necessary to use
the measured unloaded sleeper levels in the simulation.

This suggests that the variation track level is significant for the vehicle dynamics and
loading, while the variation in stiffness (non-linear support) is significant for the behaviour
of the track. A possible implication of this is that contact forces calculated from track level
could be used as an input for a track model with realistic stiffness variation. This may
enable forecasts of realistic performance along longer lengths of track using separate, sim-
pler models rather than simulating track and vehicle together in a single, more complex
model.
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